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DECISION 
 
On 18 July 2022 the Tribunal decided to: 
 

(a) set aside the decision of the Directorate of Honours and Awards of the Department 
of Defence that Mr Arnold Lockrey is not eligible for the award of the Republic 
of Vietnam Campaign Medal and substitute its decision that he be recommended 
for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal. 

 
(b) pursuant to section 110VB(3) of Defence Act, and consistent with the rationale 

of the above decision, recommend to the Minister that the Department of 
Defence be directed to consider whether there are any other Vietnam Veterans 
that should similarly be recommended for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign 
Medal. 
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CATCHWORDS 
 
FOREIGN AWARD – Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal –  eligibility criteria to be 
applied - exceptions for service less than the required period – psychiatric illness diagnosed 
after returned home for rest and recreation leave -  whether wounded in war time/ wounded 
in action –  set aside. 
 
 
LEGISLATION 
 
Defence Act 1903 – Part VIIIC – Sections 110T, 110V(1), 110VB(2), 110VB(3), 110VB(6). 
 
 
VIETNAMESE DIRECTIVES 
 
Joint General Staff of the Republic of Vietnam, Armed Forces Directive Pertaining to 
Awarding of Campaign Medal HT 655-430 dated 1 September 1965 (as amended) 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN INSTRUMENTS 
 
Memorandum from the Secretary of the Department of Defence, Vietnamese Campaign 
Medal, dated 16 September 1966. 
 
Military Board Instruction 102-4 Medals – The Vietnamese Campaign Medal, 
23 December 1968. 
 
Military Board Instruction 38-1 Casualties – Service Recording and Advice to next of kin, 
8 August 1966. 
 
Defence Instruction (Air Force) PERS 10-9, The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal, 
15 February 1983. 
 
Australian Navy Order (ANO) 516/70, Vietnamese Campaign Medal Award for Service in 
South Vietnam. 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 
 
Introduction 
 
1. The Applicant, Mr Arnold John Lockrey, seeks review of the decision by 
Ms Donna Burdett of the Directorate of Honours and Awards of the Department of Defence 
(the Directorate) that he is not eligible for the award of the Republic of Vietnam Campaign 
Medal (the RVCM).  Relevant to this application, Mr Lockrey served in Vietnam from 8 
February to 12 July 1969 (for less than six months).  
 
2. On 14 September 2016, Mr Thomas Case of the Lake Macquarie Vietnam Veterans 
Association, acting on behalf of Mr Lockrey, lodged an application for the award of the 
RVCM to the Directorate.1 2  
 
3. In response to this application, on 4 December 2017, Ms Burdett determined that 
Mr Lockrey was not eligible for the RVCM because, in Defence’s view, he did not meet the 
eligibility criteria by serving a minimum of 181 days3 in Vietnam and his circumstances did 
not fall within any of three stated exceptions to that requirement, in that he was not: 
 

a) killed on active service; 
b) wounded in action i.e. classified as a battle casualty and evacuated as a result of 

those wounds; or 
c) captured and later released or escaped.4 

4. On 28 January 2021, Mr Lockrey applied to the Tribunal for a review of Ms Burdett’s 
decision.5  He contended that although he was not evacuated from the theatre of war, he more 
than meets ‘the spirit’ of the eligibility criteria for the RVCM.  Mr Lockrey argued that this 
is because he suffers from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and that he was 
hospitalised within four days after arriving home in Australia for rest and recreation (R & R) 
leave and could not return to Vietnam. 
 
Tribunal jurisdiction 
 
5. Pursuant to s110VB(2) of the Defence Act 1903 (the Act) the Tribunal must review a 
reviewable decision if an application is properly made to the Tribunal.  The term reviewable 
decision is defined in s110V and includes a decision made by a person within the Defence 
Force to refuse to recommend a person for a foreign award in response to an application.  
Section 110T defines a foreign award as an honour or award given by a government of a 
foreign country, or by an international organisation.   
 
6. As required by s110VB(6) of the Act, in reviewing the reviewable decision, the 
Tribunal is bound by the eligibility criteria that governed the making of the reviewable 
decision.   

                                                 
1 Letter, Mr Thomas Case, Lake Macquarie, Vietnam Veterans to DH&A. 
2 Mr Lockrey also made applications for medallic recognition for the RVCM in the 1990s which were rejected. 
3 Defence’s interpretation of the six-month qualifying period. 
4 Letter, Ms D Burdett, Acting Assessments Manager DH&A to Mr Lockrey dated 4 December 2017. 
5 Application for Review of Decision by Mr Lockrey to the Tribunal dated 28 January 2021. 
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Mr Lockrey’s service 
 
7. Mr Lockrey, who served under his birth name of Arnoldus Johanus Van Hulst, enlisted 
on 1 May 1968 in the Australian Regular Army Supplement – National Service (ARAS) (NS) 
for a period of two years.  
 
8. Of particular relevance to this application, Mr Lockrey served in Vietnam as a Private 
in the infantry with 12 Platoon, D Company, 5th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment 
(5 RAR), arriving in Vietnam on 8 February 1969.  After around four months operational 
service, on 12 July 1969, Mr Lockrey returned home to Australia on R & R leave for an 
anticipated period of seven days.  However, whilst on leave, Mr Lockrey experienced 
significant mental trauma, such that he could not return to Vietnam to complete his tour.   
 
9. Mr Lockrey was discharged on 9 October 1969 under section 35(B)(2) of the National 
Service Act 1964 ‘being medically unfit’.   
 
10. For his service Mr Lockrey was awarded the: 
 

 Australian Active Service Medal 1945-75 with Clasp ‘VIETNAM’;  
 Vietnam Medal; 
 Australian Defence Medal; 
 Anniversary of National Service 1951-1972 Medal;  
 Returned from Active Service Badge; 
 Infantry Combat Badge.6 

 
The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal 
 
11. In May 1964 the Government of the Republic of Vietnam established its campaign 
medal, known in Australia as the RVCM.  On 1 September 1965 the Joint General Staff of 
the Republic of Vietnam issued a directive setting out the eligibility for the medal.  Relevantly, 
the Articles which set out eligibility for the award reads as follows: 
 

Article 1: All military personnel of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) 
who have 12 months service in the field during war time, may claim for Campaign 
Medal award. 
 
Article 2:  The RVNAF personnel who don’t possess the eligibilities prescribed in 
Art.1, but happen to be under one of the following circumstances, are qualified for 
Campaign Medal award: 
 

- WIA (wounded in action); 
- captured in action by enemies or missing while performing his missions, 

but released later, or an escape has taken place. 
-  KIA or die while performing a mission entrusted.   
 

The above anticipated cases must take place during the war.   
 

                                                 
6  Defence Report to Tribunal dated 19 March 2021. 
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Article 3: Allied soldiers assigned to the Republic of Vietnam after 6 months in war 
time with the mission to assisting the Vietnamese Government and the RVNAF to fight 
against armed enemies, are eligible for Campaign Medal decorations; they would be 
awarded with campaign medal under conditions anticipated in Article 2 of this 
Directive.7 

 
12. In May 1966 the Government of the Republic of Vietnam raised the possibility of 
awarding the RVCM to Australian servicemen.  On 24 June 1966 Her Majesty The Queen 
granted unrestricted approval for members of the Australian armed forces to accept and wear 
the RVCM.8   
 
13. A Vietnamese Order, dated 31 August 1966, laid out final Vietnamese Authority for 
the award of the RVCM to Australian forces.  This order cited the Vietnamese Directive of 
1 September 1965, and amendments dated 22 March 1966 and 8 October 1965 as eligibility 
criteria for the award.  These amendments, which have been repeatedly cited by Australian 
authorities, but nonetheless remain unavailable for fulsome consideration, are discussed later 
in this report. 
 
Australian conditions for the award of the RVCM 
 
14. Following receipt of the Vietnamese order of 31 August 1966, the Department of 
Defence and the three Services then promulgated further conditions for the awarding of the 
RVCM.  On 16 September 1966 the Secretary of the Department of Defence forwarded a 
memorandum to the Secretaries of the Departments of the Navy, Army and Air setting out the 
criteria for the award.  These criteria were based on, but were not identical to, those specified 
by the Government of the Republic of Vietnam.  Referring to the amended Article 3, the 
Secretary stated that Australia’s ‘interpretation is the same as that of the United States’ and 
that ‘conditions for the grant of the award (of the RVCM) to Australian servicemen, which 
are in line with those laid down by the United States authorities’, were as follows: 
 

(a) Special service  - as defined by the Repatriation (Special Overseas Service) Act 
1962  - for a minimum of 6 months duration, either continuous or aggregated, in 
Vietnam with retrospective effect to 31st July 1962. 

(b) ‘Special service’ in Vietnam of less than six months’ duration since 31st July 
1962 if 
(1)  killed on active service or wounded in action and evacuated,9 
(2)  captured and later released or escaped. 

 
Military Board Instruction 102-4 dated 23 December 1968  
 
15. This is the instrument by which the Australian Military Board purported to set out 
eligibility criteria for the RVCM for members of the Australian Army.  The Instruction set 
out the qualifying conditions as: 
 

To qualify for the award a member must be allotted for ‘Special Service’ in 
Vietnam as defined by MBI 216-1, and one of the following: 

                                                 
7  Government of the Republic of Vietnam Directive Nr HT.655-430, 1 September 1965. 
8  Cable, London to Canberra, 24 June 1966, NAA: A3111, 1966/3374.   
9  Emphasis added by Tribunal. 
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a. Must serve in Vietnam for a minimum period, either continuous or 
aggregated, of 181 days from 31 Jul 62 inclusive to a future date, 

 
b. Have served in Vietnam for a period of less than 181 days from 31 Jul 62 
inclusive to a future date if: 
 
(1) Killed on active service. 
(2) Wounded in action (i.e. classified as a Battle Casualty in a NOTICAS signal 
vide MBI 38-1).10 
(3) Captured and later released or escaped. 11 

 
 
16. Military Board Instruction 38-1 provides guidance on administrative action for the 
recording of casualties, injuries and illnesses and notification of next of kin.  It is not specific 
to the RVCM. 
 
Tribunal inquiries 
 
17. The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal has been the subject of two inquiries by 
the Tribunal. Relevant to this application, the first inquiry, conducted between 2013 and 2014, 
recommended, among other things, that Defence amend its interpretation of ‘wounded-in-
action’ to include psychological injury under the following conditions: 
 

•  the injury would need to be incurred as a result of enemy action; 
•  the injury would need to be noted on the member’s medical records at the 

time; and 
•  the casualty would need to be evacuated from the operational theatre as a 

result of this particular injury. 
 
18. Together with accepting the above recommendation (with the exception of the word 
‘medical’ in respect of the member’s records), Government issued a further direction to the 
Tribunal to conduct another inquiry into the RVCM to seek further consideration and formal 
advice as to the legality and practicalities of amending the eligibility criteria for this foreign 
award.   
 
19. This second inquiry found, based on advice from the Australian Government Solicitor, 
that the Australian Government does not have the legal authority to amend the eligibility 
criteria in relation to the award of the RVCM, and made a subsequent recommendation that 
those criteria not be amended, because the Australian Government does not have the legal 
authority to do so.  This recommendation was accepted. 
 
Mr Lockrey’s application to the Tribunal 
 
20. In Mr Lockrey’s application to the Tribunal, he put forward the view that he would 
‘fit the criteria’ of being wounded in action whilst serving in Vietnam.  He described his 
service at the Battle of Binh Ba from 6 to 8 June 1969.  He also submitted that on 15 June 
1969, at the village of Dat Do, his platoon was involved in a ‘severe mine incident’, with only 

                                                 
10  Emphasis added by Tribunal. 
11 Military Board Instruction 102-4 Medals – the Vietnamese Campaign Medal - dated 23 December 1968. 
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six people from the platoon being fit to carry on as three had been killed in action and another 
23 wounded.12  He explained that the remaining six stayed in the field that night and the next 
morning had to check over the bodies of Viet Cong that had been killed by another platoon. 
 
21. Mr Lockrey went on to explain that after further operational service in Vietnam, he 
proceeded on leave, arriving in Sydney on 12 July.  Mr Lockrey submitted that after he arrived 
in Australia he started to become aggressive to his wife and family, and that he decided to 
walk in front of a slow moving car.  While he only suffered minor injuries as a result of this 
incident, his behaviour became more aggressive and violent, to the extent that he was 
hospitalised and medicated with sodium amathol and Valium.  He stated that the treating 
psychiatrist, Dr Spragg, diagnosed him with Traumatic Neurosis (now classified as PTSD) 
and informed him that he would not be returning to Vietnam.   
 
22. Mr Lockrey submitted that he should be entitled to the RVCM, as, in is view, he was 
wounded in action as a direct result of the actions of the enemy, and that absent this injury he 
would have returned to Vietnam at the end of his R & R and completed his tour. 
 
23. Mr Lockrey’s application included a letter of support from his former platoon 
commander, Mr Robert Fenwick, which confirmed Mr Lockrey’s operational service and that 
of the platoon.  Mr Fenwick explained that in less than four months of operations, D Company 
had lost 10 killed in action, of a total of 25 from the total battalion over its tour.   
 
24. Mr Fenwick also criticised the lack of counselling and debriefing after the platoon had 
returned from the field after Dat Do and other operational service, and indicated that 
Mr Lockrey showed signs of unusual behaviour after the Battle of Binh Ba, and a few days 
prior to the event at Dat Do. 
 
25. Mr Fenwick put forward the view that there was no evidence to suggest that 
Mr Lockrey experienced anything other than a spontaneous, involuntary and acute PTSD 
episode which was triggered whilst on leave, but nonetheless caused by his service in 
Vietnam.   
 
26. Mr Lockrey’s application also included a statement of support from his former 
Company Commander, Major General Murray Blake (Retd), who later served on the 
Veterans’ Review Board.  Major General Blake’s statement offered full support to 
Mr Fenwick’s letter and offered further personal observations regarding the events of June 
1969.  
 
27. Major General Blake explained that Mr Lockrey was ‘in the thick of it’ during the 
intense battle at Binh Ba, and confirmed the arduous service of 12 Platoon during and after 
the mine incident at Dat Do.  Major General Blake described the next morning as the lowest 
point of the tour, but afterwards, all tried to put on a brave face, keep as busy as possible, and 
not show any sign of weakness or inability to be effective in the team.  He went on to state 
that over the years, he had come to realise that many of his men were suffering from PTSD 
during the tour and could now attribute a number of seemingly irrational acts as being due to 
PTSD symptomology.  Major General Blake opined that Mr Lockrey’s PTSD symptomology 

                                                 
12 The Offical History of the Australian Army in the Vietnam War states that only four of the 27 men of 12 
Platoon remained unwounded from this engagement.  See Ashley Ekins with Ian McNeill, Fighting to the 
Finish, Allen & Unwin in association with the Australian War Memorial, 2012, p.187. 
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manifested as early as June 1969, and that his return to Australia on R & R the following 
month created ‘a vacuum in his life that allowed the symptoms to become dominant.’  
 
The Defence Report 
 
28. Defence’s first written submission to the Tribunal, provided in response to 
Mr Lockrey’s application for review, acknowledged the detailed situational information 
provided by Mr Fenwick and Major General Blake.  Defence conceded that Mr Lockrey's 
circumstances may be considered unique in that he had every intention of returning to his unit 
in Vietnam following a period of R & R, however, he could not do so due to his 
hospitalisation, diagnosis and discharge. 
 
29.  Defence did not dispute that Mr Lockrey's diagnosed traumatic neurosis was a result 
of his involvement in combat.  Critically, Defence agreed that his condition meets the 
amended interpretation of wounded in action and that his condition was 'injury incurred as a 
result of enemy action'. Defence also accepted that the circumstances resulting in the 
diagnosis were such, that it was neither possible for him to have the details recorded at the 
time of the enemy action nor be evacuated from the operational theatre. However, Defence 
also submitted that it was those same circumstances that prevent Mr Lockrey from being 
eligible for the RVCM as he did not meet either of those two provisions. 
 
30. In conclusion, Defence stated that there was no doubt as to the extenuating 
circumstances of Mr Lockrey’s case, however it also stated that it has a responsibility to assess 
eligibility for service awards in accordance with the stipulated conditions for the award in 
question.13 
 
Mr Lockrey’s comments on the Defence Report 
 
31. In his comments on the Defence Report, Mr Lockrey described his circumstances as 
anomalous, in that he is now classed as being wounded in action, but because of circumstances 
beyond his control it is no longer possible for him to qualify according to Defence’s criteria.  
Mr Lockrey also contended that his 7 days R & R and 22 days in hospital should count as 
qualifying service for the RVCM.   
 
32. Mr Fenwick also noted Defence’s use of ‘unique’ and ‘extenuating’ in its description 
of Mr Lockrey’s service, and that circumstances such as his had not been reasonably 
considered by Defence and others in prescribing the criteria for the RVCM, and that those 
criteria, as applied to those suffering psychological injuries, were unfair, even discriminatory, 
when compared to those who had been ‘conventionally’ wounded.   Mr Fenwick also put 
forward the view that Mr Lockrey’s time spent in Australia on R & R and in hospital, should 
count as qualifying service.   
 
33. Mr Fenwick made reference to the Tribunal’s consideration of Hoebee and the 
Department of Defence,14 and in doing so, asked it to apply a similar approach, in that a 
‘reasonable interpretation of the criteria’ for the award and ‘unique circumstances outside 
Defence policy’ such as the reporting and diagnosis of Mr Lockrey’s psychological injury, 
and his inability to return to Vietnam, fairly and justly satisfy the criteria as being met. 

                                                 
13 Letter, Ms Cole to the Tribunal, dated 19 March 2021.   
14 Hoebee and the Department of Defence [2018] DHAAT 25. 
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34. Mr Lockrey also included a letter from his consulting psychiatrist, Dr Graham Altman, 
which confirmed much of Mr Lockrey’s recorded medical history and opined that Mr Lockrey 
was suffering from PTSD on return from Vietnam and that his subsequent discharge was due 
to this condition.   
 
Tribunal hearing 
 
35.     Mr Lockrey was very ably represented at the Tribunal hearing by Mr Fenwick, who 
argued Mr Lockrey’s special and unique circumstances and asked the Tribunal to apply a 
reasonable interpretation of the eligibility criteria. Mr Fenwick further questioned whether, in 
light of Mr Lockrey’s circumstances, ‘evacuation’ was a necessary prerequisite to qualifying 
for the award. 
 
36. The hearing primarily concerned whether Mr Lockrey satisfied an exception for 
eligibility as set out in the Australian Instruments, namely in the Secretary’s Memorandum of 
1966 and the associated MBI 102-4. 
 
37.   As will become apparent in these reasons, the Tribunal in due course found that the 
Australian Instruments were unlawful to the extent they deviated from the eligibility criteria 
laid down by the Vietnamese.  However, at this juncture we include reference to these 
documents to explain how the hearing unfolded and the submissions which were made.   The 
below chronology sets out facts not in dispute against the purported eligibility criteria set out 
in the Australian Instruments as presented and discussed at hearing. 
 
38. ‘In action’ – Vietnam.  There was no dispute that Mr Lockrey was involved in a 
number of deadly and bloody battles in Vietnam. The nature of these battles was set out in 
detailed submissions from Mr Lockrey and Mr Fenwick.  The battles have also been well 
documented in the official histories and other publications. 
 
39. Medical examination - Vietnam. At no time after the mine explosion did Mr Lockrey 
return to Nui Dat for debriefing or grief counselling. He stayed in location. He was therefore 
not classed as a ‘battle casualty’ and there was no notification of his injury via signal. He said 
he was only returned to Nui Dat for a routine medical examination at the Regimental Aid Post 
prior to going on scheduled R & R. There are no surviving records of this examination, if 
indeed they ever existed.15  
 
40. Mr Lockrey only recalled being asked by medical staff if he had any transmittable or 
venereal diseases. He was never asked about any problems with nightmares or mental health 
issues he may have been experiencing.  Mr Lockrey did not volunteer any information because 
he never spoke of his issues to anyone at the time and he did not want to ‘let his mates down’.16  
 
41. Rest and Recreation leave - Australia.  Mr Lockrey was not evacuated or repatriated 
to Australia for medical reasons. As part of his service entitlement Mr Lockrey was entitled to 
seven days R & R. He returned to Australia on Saturday 12 July 1969 in readiness for the 
christening of his daughter the following day.  Within four days of returning home, he would 
be hospitalised with ‘traumatic neurosis’. 
 
                                                 
15 Letter from Mr Case, Pensions and Veterans, Lake Macquarie Vietnam Veterans to DH&A dated 
14 September 2016. 
16  Mr Lockrey’s Application to the Tribunal. 
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42. On Sunday 13 July 1969 Mr Lockrey became aggressive and suffered a mental 
breakdown. He left the church and ‘walked in front of a slow-moving car causing minor 
damage’ to himself.  The next two nights Mr Lockrey was violent to his wife whilst having 
nightmares. His father in-law contacted Army Family Liaison for help. 
 
43.   Medical treatment – Australia.  Mr Fenwick submitted that service medical records 
detail that on 16 July 1969 Mr Lockrey was admitted to 2 Military Hospital.17 He was seen 
that night by Dr Spragg who diagnosed him with traumatic neurosis, which was noted as 
manifesting after the mine explosion of 15 June 1969.18 The records set out that Mr Lockrey 
presented to hospital staff with: 
 

“bad nerves”, with attacks of the shakes for two plus months since being involved in 
a patrol in South Vietnam when platoon commander and two NCOs were killed in a 
mine explosion – condition fluctuating since then until he was adjacent to another 
mine explosion on 15 June 1969 when three comrades were killed and nineteen others 
injured. Nerves worse since then – has not consulted with MO about it until it until 
he came home on R & R leave (emphasis added by Tribunal)”…19   

 
44. Mr Lockrey was hospitalised for some 22 days, from 16 July 1969 to 6 August 1969. 
He submitted that he was heavily medicated and sedated during this time and has little 
recollection of it. 
 
45.   Medical discharge - Australia. Mr Lockrey was told that he would not be returning 
to Vietnam given Dr Spragg’s diagnosis.  Medical Boards were undertaken on 25 July20 and 
20 August 1969 and Mr Lockrey was declared ‘medically unfit’.  He was subsequently 
recommended and approved for discharge on 19 September 1969 which took effect on 
9 October 1969.21  
 
46.   Mr Lockrey submitted that ‘but for’ his mental breakdown he would have returned to 
Vietnam at the conclusion of his R & R leave. 
 
47. Submissions were also made about qualifying service. While Mr Lockrey and 
Mr Fenwick accepted that Mr Lockrey did not have the 181 days qualifying service required 
for the RVCM, there was a dispute as to the number of days qualifying service rendered by 
Mr Lockrey. (Defence submitted he had 147 days only). Mr Lockrey submitted that the seven 
days on R & R and potentially the 22 days spent in hospital in Australia from 12 July 1969 
should be counted as qualifying service for the RVCM. (This would make either 153 days or 
176 days but still less than the required number of days).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
17 Record of Service Van Hulst, Arnoldus Johanus (now Lockrey, Arnold John) 2790009.Clinical Notes 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid, In-patient case sheet. 
20 Record of Service Dept Veterans’ Affairs letter to Directorate Army Health Services –Application for 
Repatriation Benefits. 
21 Record of Service, Certificate of Discharge. 
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Post hearing 
 
48. On 11 October 2021, further material and written submissions concerning the 
operation of MBI 102-4 were provided by Defence subsequent to the hearing.22 Mr Lockrey 
and Mr Fenwick provided their further submissions on that material on 18 October 2021.23 
 
49. After the exchange of these documents, Mr Lockrey continued to contend that he met 
the eligibility criteria, in that he was ‘wounded in action’ but, according to Defence, he did 
not meet the eligibility criteria as set out in the Australian Instruments. 24 
 
50. To date, the Australian Instruments had been applied by Defence and the Tribunal in 
determining the eligibility criteria for the RVCM. Because the Australian Instruments set out 
slight, but critically important, differences in the eligibility criteria, particularly around 
medical evacuees,25 the Tribunal decided to seek further advice from AGS regarding their 
operation and validity.  Together with seeking that advice, the Tribunal also sought to obtain 
a copy of the Vietnamese instruments of 22 March 1966 and 8 October 1965 which, according 
to the Vietnamese Order of 31 August 1966, amended the Vietnamese Directive of 
1 September 1965. 
 
The 2022 AGS Advice 
 
51. On 16 May 2022, AGS provided the Tribunal with further advice on the eligibility 
criteria for the RVCM, in particular the operation of the Australian Instruments and how 
they apply to servicemen wounded in action during their service in Vietnam.   
 
In summary, the AGS advice states: 
 

 The eligibility criteria for the RVCM are specified in the September 1965 Directive, 
as amended by the March 1966 Directive. Article 2 of the September 1965 Directive 
relevantly provides that foreign military personnel are eligible for the RVCM if they 
were ‘WIA (wounded in action)’during the Vietnam War. 
 

 In AGS’ view, this is the relevant eligibility criterion which should be applied by 
Australian decision-makers when assessing whether an ADF member qualifies for 
the RVCM in circumstances where they sustained a casualty when taking part in 
operations against the enemy. Due to the unique history and nature of the RVCM, 
AGS does not think that the Australian Government has the power to amend this 
eligibility criterion or to substitute a different eligibility criterion. 
 

                                                 
22 Letter, Ms Petrina Cole, Director DH&A to the Tribunal dated 11 October 2021. 
23 Email, Mr Fenwick to Mr Lockrey forwarded to the Tribunal on 18 October 2021. 
24 Instruction (Air Force) PERS 10-9 of 15 February 1983 relating to Air Force personnel (AI) and the 1970 
Australian Navy Order (ANO) 516/70 relating to Naval personnel. (Attached). 
25 Note the Army, Air Force and Navy Forces have interpreted the Vietnamese eligibility criteria beyond just 
‘wounding in action’, ‘killed in action’ and ‘captured and later released or escaped’. Further, the Instructions 
and Orders are slightly differently from each other.  ‘Wounding in action’ requires evacuation for Navy and 
Air Force personnel and for Army a battle casualty requiring notification is required.  Air Force also have a 
specific definition for ‘wounded in action’. For Army personnel, the requirement to serve 6 months (182.5 
days) has become ‘181 days’. 
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 AGS is of the view that the Secretary’s 1966 Memorandum purports to introduce an 
additional qualification, in that it requires that an ADF member must have been 
evacuated from the theatre of operations as a result of being wounded in action.  
 

 The evacuation qualification is not expressly included in the Vietnamese Directives, 
nor does AGS think it can reasonably be inferred. It considers that the evacuation 
qualification goes beyond merely interpreting the eligibility criteria in the 
Vietnamese Directives and arguably involves the introduction of a new or amended 
criterion.  
 

 For this reason, AGS advises that if the Tribunal were to apply the evacuation 
qualification in an inflexible manner, there is a risk a court would find that the 
Tribunal has misinterpreted the relevant eligibility criteria set out in the Vietnamese 
Directives, or that it has applied the wrong eligibility criteria.  

 
The Vietnamese criteria – amending Directives 
 
52. After considerable searches through official and non-official channels, regrettably, the 
Vietnamese directives of 22 March 1966 and 8 October 1965 could not be found.  Obviously, 
obtaining these documents is rendered all the more difficult given the fall of the Republic of 
Vietnam in 1975.    However the Tribunal was able to locate, in the online Vietnam War 
Archive of the Texas Tech University, a copy of a United States Military Assistance 
Command Vietnam honours and awards file which includes a copy of the amended Directive 
for the RVCM which, critically, makes reference to the 22 March 1966 and 8 October 1965 
amendments.  Relevantly, the amended Article 2 states: 
 

Article 2:  Military personnel who do not have the length of service required in 
Article 1 of this Directive but fall in one of the following conditions are also eligible 
for a Campaign Medal award: 
 
“-Wounded by the enemy (military actions connected wound) 
… 
 
The conditions specified in this Article must have come to pass in war time” 

 
 
53. A copy of this file, together with a 1972 Vietnamese Directive on RVNAF awards to 
foreign personnel, and a copy of the corresponding US Army Regulation on the RVCM, were 
provided to the applicant and to Defence for comment, along with the AGS advice. 
Mr Fenwick on behalf of Mr Lockrey26 and Defence27 provided submissions in relation to the 
AGS advice and its implications for Lockrey’s case. 
 
54.        This research and the obtaining of AGS advice resulted in considerable delay in 
handing down our decision and reasons. 
                                                 
26 Letter, Mr Fenwick on behalf of Mr Lockrey dated 23 May 2022. 
27 Letter, Mr Ian Heldon, Director Honours and Awards, Directorate of Honours and Awards, Department of 
Defence of 28 June 2022. 
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Eligibility criteria for the RVCM 
 
55. In considering any application for review, the Tribunal is bound by the relevant 
eligibility criteria for a particular honour or award: s110VB(6) of the Defence Act 1903.  In 
that regard, the Tribunal has no discretion.  With this in mind, it is critical that the correct 
eligibility criteria are identified, and applied.       
 
56. To date, the Tribunal and Defence have applied the Australian Instruments as being 
the authoritative documents which set out the conditions for the award of the RVCM to 
members of the Australian forces. Until now, the Tribunal has generally proceeded on the 
basis that the Vietnamese Directives are not exclusively binding on Australian decision 
makers but provided assistance if there is ambiguity or uncertainty with the Australian 
Instruments by Army, Navy and Air Force. 
 
Source documents 
 
57. From the documents sourced during the Tribunal’s research, the Tribunal was able to 
ascertain that on 31 August 1966, the Chief of the Joint General Staff of the RVNAF made 
orders awarding the RVCM to all Australian military personnel eligible for the award under 
the terms prescribed in 1 September 1965 Directive. This Directive was amended by the 
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Directive of 22 March 1966 and a Memorandum of 
8 October 1965.28   
 
Observations concerning the Vietnamese Directives 
 
58. Neither the original Vietnamese Directive, or the recently located amended version 
refer to the need for ‘evacuation’ as part of the exceptions for qualification for the award.   
 
59. We know that Australian and, for at least some time, US authorities, both interpreted 
the qualifications for the award for those wounded in action as involving the additional need 
for evacuation.29 It is however not clear how this additional requirement came into being for 
either country. It does not come from the Vietnamese Directives and we do not have the 
amending memoranda of 1965 and 1966 to determine if it came from either of those 
documents.  But, given we now have an amended version, clearly made in reference to those 
documents, we are not willing to infer that they stipulated evacuation.  
 
60. We can only speculate that the additional evacuation requirement may have been 
inserted for ease of identifying those personnel who were not able to complete their service 
as a result of being wounded in action.  However, as this review has shown, such additional 
criteria would be insufficient for that purpose given it does not provide coverage for those 

                                                 
28 Whilst this document was referred to by the Tribunal’s 2013 inquiry as being accessed, the Tribunal 
Secretariat could not confirm that this was indeed the case. 
29 On 13 July 1966, vide Cable 882, the Australian Embassy in Saigon reported, among other things, that the 
United States Department of Defence has interpreted qualifications for the award as follows: 

“… 
(B) If killed on active service or wounded in action and evacuated before completion of six months 
service”. 
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who were wounded in action, left Vietnam for other reasons, and found themselves unable to 
return to the theatre of war as planned, solely due to their ‘military actions connected wound’. 
 
The relevant Articles of the Vietnamese Directives 
 
61. We set out the relevant Articles of the Directives below: 
 

           Vietnamese Directive of 1 September 1965 
 
62. Article 1 of the original Vietnamese Directive of 01 September 1965 stated that 
military personnel of the Vietnamese Armed Forces (RVNAF) with 12 months service in 
the field during wartime ‘may claim’ for the award. 
 
63. Article 2 stipulated that: 
 

“The RVNAF personnel who don’t possess the eligibilities prescribed in Art. 1, but 
happen to be under one of the following circumstances, are qualified for Campaign 
Medal award: 
 

- WIA (wounded in action) 
- captured in action by enemies or missing while performing his missions, but 

released later, or an escape has taken place. 
-  KIA or die while performing a mission entrusted.   

 
The above anticipated cases must take place during the war.   
 
 

64. Article 3 stated: 
 

“Allied soldiers assigned to the Republic of Vietnam after 6 months in war time 
with mission to assist the Vietnamese Government and the RVNAF to fight against 
armed enemies are eligible for Campaign Medal decorations; they would be 
awarded with Campaign Medal under conditions anticipated in Article 2 of this 
Directive.” 

 
                    The Amended Vietnamese Directive  

 
65. Article 2 was amended to: 
 

“Military personnel who do not have the length of service required in Article 1 of 
this Directive but fall in one of the following conditions are also eligible for a 
Campaign Medal Award: 
 
- Wounded by the enemy (military actions connected wound) 
- Captured by the enemy during actions or in line of duty, but later rescued or 

released. 
- Killed in action or in line of duty 

The conditions specified in this Article must have come to pass in war time” 
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            Foreign authorities will determine eligibility of their personnel for this award. 
 

66. A new Article 3 was substituted: 
 
“Foreign military personnel serving in South Vietnam for six months during 
wartime and those serving outside the geographic limits of South Vietnam and 
contributing direct combat support to the RVNAF for six months in their struggle 
against an armed enemy will also be eligible for the award of the Campaign 
Medal.” 
 

 
Summarising the Vietnamese Directives 
 
67. The eligibility criteria as set out in the Vietnamese Directives, can be summarised as 
follows:  
 

Australian naval and military personnel will be eligible if:  
 

- they have served six months in South Vietnam; or outside the geographic limits of 
South Vietnam providing direct combat support to the RVNAF. 

or if they fall within an exception to the above, by being: 
 

- ‘wounded in action, by way of ‘a military actions connected wound’, or  
- captured by the enemy during actions or in (the) line of duty, but later rescued or 

released; or 
- killed in action or in (the) line of duty 

The above conditions must have occurred in wartime. 
 

68. As stated, there is no reference to the need to be evacuated in either the original or 
amended Vietnamese Directives. 
 
The Australian Instruments 
 
69. The Australian Instruments differ from the Vietnamese Directives above, in that they 
interpret ‘wounding by the enemy’ or ‘wounding in action’ to include the additional 
requirement for ‘evacuation’.  
 

Memorandum from the Secretary of 16 September 1966.30  
 
71. The Secretary’s Memorandum of 1966 sets out; 
 

(a) Special service – as defined by the Repatriation (Special Overseas Service) Act 1962 
– for a minimum of six months duration, either continuous or aggregated, in Vietnam 
with retrospective effect to 31st July 1962. 
 

                                                 
30 The Secretary stated the conditions for the grant of the award to Australian servicemen, ‘which are in line 
with those laid down by the United States authorities’. 
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(b) ‘Special service’ in Vietnam of less than six months duration since 31st July 1962 if 
 

(1) killed on active service or wounded in action and evacuated (emphasis added by 
Tribunal), 

(2) captured and later released or escaped.31 
 
   
Applicant’s submissions on eligibility criteria to be used 
 
72. Mr Lockrey, submitted via Mr Fenwick that the Tribunal should use the criteria as set 
out by the Vietnamese Directives and not the Australian Instruments which require the 
additional step of evacuation. Given Mr Lockrey’s unique circumstances, this would lead to a 
most unfair result. In short, Mr Lockrey contended the Tribunal should adopt the advice of the 
AGS and find in his favour. 
 
Defence Submissions on eligibility criteria to be used 
 
73.  Initial submissions. Defence submitted that the Vietnamese Directives and the 
Australian Instruments were required to be read ‘conjointly’ to understand the eligibility 
criteria. Defence stated that Mr Lockrey had not served the required number of days and that 
days spent on R & R and thereafter could not rightfully be considered. Further, Defence stated 
that there was no discretion to consider ‘special circumstances’ notwithstanding that all the 
documents were written at a time before modern-day knowledge of PTSD and its latent 
affects.  Defence observed there had been instances of servicemen who had nervous 
breakdowns and were ‘wounded in action’ during their Vietnam service and had been duly 
evacuated and recorded so as a result. Defence explained that it was only these cases which 
fell within the eligibility criteria.  
 
74. Defence accepted that psychological injury could be a wounding and that Mr 
Lockrey’s wounding resulted from combat action whilst in Vietnam. Critically, Defence 
agreed he had been wounded in action. Defence observed that this was both ‘incurred as a 
result of enemy action’ and clearly noted on Defence records post his return home on R & R. 
Defence accepted that while Mr Lockrey could be considered ‘wounded in action’ on the 
evidence, he had not been evacuated as further required by the Australian Instruments. As a 
result, he was considered ineligible for the RVCM.32  
 
75.     Subsequent submissions. However, after receiving the AGS advice Defence changed 
its position. Defence accepted that the AGS advice is clear concerning the qualifications set 
out in the Secretary’s 1966 Memorandum and the accompanying Australian Instruments. 
Defence accepted that it is the criteria as set out in the Vietnamese Directives which are be to 
applied. 33 This being the case, and without the requirement for notification of evacuation, the 
Tribunal extrapolates that Defence concedes that in the particular circumstances of 
Mr Lockrey he fulfils the eligibility criteria for the RVCM as he was ‘wounded in action’.   
 
 
 

                                                 
31 Military Board Instruction 102-4 dated 23 December 1968.  
32 Letter, Ms Cole to the Tribunal, dated 19 March 2021.   
33 Letter, Mr Ian Heldon, Director Honours and Awards, Directorate of Honours and Awards, Department of 
Defence of 28 June 2022. 
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TRIBUNAL CONSIDERATION 
 
76. We considered first whether the eligibility criteria to be applied were the Vietnamese 
Directives, the Australian Instruments, or some amalgam of the two. We then considered 
Mr Lockrey’s facts and circumstances against what we determined to be the correct criteria. 
 
Eligibility criteria 
 
77. The RVCM is a foreign medal. Due to the unique history and nature of the RVCM it 
has been the consistent advice of AGS34 that the Australian Government does not have the 
power to amend the eligibility criteria or substitute different eligibility criteria.   We find that 
this includes interpreting the criteria in a more restrictive manner, such as the additional 
requirement for those wounded in action to have been evacuated. 
 
78. As the evacuation requirement is not expressly included in either the original or 
amended Vietnamese Directives we find, consistent with the advice from AGS, that 
requirement cannot reasonably be inferred.  
 
79. Therefore, to the extent the various Australian Instruments adopt different 
requirements from the Vietnamese Directives, we disregard those requirements. Insofar as 
this review is concerned, this includes the requirement for evacuation as set out in 
MBI 102-4.35  We also disregard the parts of MBI 102-4 which include the need for 
notification as a battle casualty and any requirement for a member’s illness to have been 
recorded or notified in a particular manner at the time as stipulated in various instructions. 
 
Does Mr Lockrey fall within an exception to the eligibility criteria? 
 
80. We find that Mr Lockrey did not serve the required six months qualifying service as 
acknowledged by him. We then looked to see whether any exclusion applied within the 
Vietnamese Directives. 
 
81. Mr Lockrey was not killed or captured. But was he wounded by the enemy as a result 
of a ‘military actions connected wound’? 
 
82. As a preliminary observation, we find the phrase ‘wounded by the enemy (military 
actions connected wound)’ to be synonymous with simpler phrase – ‘wounded in action’. 
‘Wounded by the enemy (military actions connected wound) has perhaps even broader 
application than ‘wounded in action’. This is because a wounding may manifest itself after 
the action has concluded but still be connected to earlier military action. This distinction 
probably matters not, noting that ‘wounding in action’ has been more recently broadly 
interpreted to cover wounding subsequent to the ‘action’. We therefore find that these 
phrases can be used interchangeably.   
 
83. Consistent with the broad meaning given to ‘wounded in action’, we note the 
Tribunal in the 2014 Report of the Inquiry into Eligibility for the Republic of Vietnam 
Campaign Medal recommended that ‘wounded in action’ could be interpreted to include 
‘psychological injury’. We are also of the view that measure of discretion can be applied to 

                                                 
34 See AGS advices of 3 February 2015 and 16 May 2022. 
35 We note that there are other Australian Instruments (attached) that have hitherto been applied to determine 
eligibility of RAN and RAAF personnel. 
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the interpretation of phrases, such as ‘wounding in action’, as was done by the Tribunal in a 
recent decision in Hoebee36 in respect of a member who could not complete his service in 
Vietnam due to a Hepatitis A infection, acquired as a result of his service in Vietnam. 
 
84. However, we find that Mr Lockrey was wounded in action.  Our reasons are as 
follows: 
 

 we firstly find that Mr Lockrey suffered a wounding, namely ‘traumatic neurosis’, 
now classified as PTSD;37  

 secondly, we find that he was ‘wounded by the enemy’. This is because Dr Spragg 
clearly linked the triggering of Mr Lockrey’s condition to the trauma he suffered in 
the mine explosions in Vietnam. The hospital staff notes of 16 June 1969 confirm that 
Mr Lockrey reported his ‘bad nerves’ from when he was in action, in particular the 
mine explosion at Dat Do;   

 thirdly, we find that his ‘wounding by the enemy’ was incurred ‘in action’ and clearly 
has a military connection.   

 finally, it occurred during ‘war time’, that is, in Vietnam but manifested itself shortly 
thereafter in Australia.  To us, there is a clear military connection to his PTSD. 

 
85. We also observe that Defence has submitted that Mr Lockrey was wounded in action 
and that his injury was incurred as a result of enemy action.  
 
86.  For these reasons the Tribunal considers Mr Lockrey’s service to falls within the one 
of the exceptions to the eligibility criteria. 
 

Concluding remarks 
 
87.  We firstly take this opportunity to acknowledge Mr Lockrey’s significant 
commitment and contribution through his service as a National Serviceman, including his 
active service, and the significant adverse consequences which led to his discharge. We also 
acknowledge Mr Fenwick’s worthy service to his country and representation of Mr Lockrey. 
 
87. But we also note the wider implications of this decision. This is departure from the 
eligibility criteria applied by Defence and the Tribunal in the past.  The implications of this 
decision have equal application to Navy and Air Force personnel as to Army. It is for these 
reasons we also make the recommendation below. 
 
DECISION 
 
The Tribunal  
 

(a) sets aside the decision of the Directorate of Honours and Awards of the Department 
of Defence that Mr Arnold Lockrey is not eligible for the award of the Republic of 
Vietnam Campaign Medal and substitutes its decision that he be recommended for 
the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal. 

 

                                                 
36 Hoebee and the Department of Defence [2018] DHAAT 25. 
37 Mr Lockrey continues to suffer from PTSD as confirmed by Dr Altman.  
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(b) pursuant to section 110VB(3) of Defence Act, and consistent with the rationale of 
the above decision, recommends to the Minister that the Department of Defence be 
directed to consider whether there are any other Vietnam veterans that should 
similarly be recommended for the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal. 
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ATTACHMENTS 
 

VIETNAMESE DOCUMENTS 
 

Vietnamese Directive of 1 September 1965 
 
Vietnamese Directive (as amended) 
 
Vietnamese Order of 31 August 1966 
 

AUSTRALIAN INSTRUMENTS 
 
Secretary’s Memorandum of 16 September 1966 
 
Military Board Instruction 102-4 dated 23 December 1968 
 
Australian Navy Order (ANO) 516/ 70, Vietnamese Campaign Medal Award for Service 
in South Vietnam 
 
Defence Instruction (Air Force) PERS 10-9, The Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal, 
15 February 198338 
  
 

                                                 
38 Which replaced Air Instruction 5/30 Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal Award for Service in South 
Vietnam between 31 July 1962, a date to be determined, issued  no. 127, 21 December 1966 
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REPU13I.IC OP VI;;'TNAM ARMED :?OaCESDIRECTIVE

Pertaining to awarding of
CGlIIpsign Meda.l. DECOll.1TIOH OPPIC;;:

. HT. 655 - 430

Reference to Docreo No. 149/SL/CT d�tod ��y 12, 1964 creating
"Ca.mpaisn l(eci.�l It

Decree No. 332/QL d�ted Nov 11, 1964 prescribing
the decoration nwarding authority.

This directive has a purpose to prescribe the eligibilities

authorities, �nd procedures for awarding Campaign Medal.

The directive consists of 4 chnptors:

- Cha.pter 1

Chapter 2

Cha.pter 3

Chapter 4

Eligibilities

Authorities

Procedures

Miscellaneous

CHAPTER I ELIGIBILITIES

Article 1 : All military personnel of the RVNAP who

have 12 month service in the field during w�r time, may clnim

for Csmpaign Medal award.

Article 2 : The RVN!� personnel, who don't possess the

eligibilities prescibed in Art.1, but h�ppen to be under one of

the following circumstancos, nre qualified for Campaign Medal

nwnrd:

- RIA (wounded in action)

- C�ptured in action by enemies or missing while

performing his missions, but rele�sed later, or an escape has

token plnc e.

- KIA or die while performing a mission entrusted.

The above anticip�ted cnses must ��e plnce during the

wa.r.

Article 3 : Allied soldiers nssignod to the Republic

of Vietnam after 6 months in y�r time with mission to assist the
Vietn�ese Government and the RV1�AF to fight against �med

enemies, �re eligible for C�paign Medal decorations; thoy would

be awarded with Campaign �edal under conditions anticipated in

Article 2 of this Directivo.

CHAPT� 2 : ;.il"..;"iDING .lUTH01UTIES

hrticle 4 : Tho Chief of Joint General Staff of the

Republic of Vietnam Armed Porces is �uthorized to issue Campaign

Mod�l awarding decision to all eligible military personnel.

Article 5 :1 It need be, the Chief of Joint G,Jneral Sbit of
tho RVYAP may delegate nwnrding �uthority to his subo�dinato
troop commandants. �

•••• 1 ••••
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..rticle 6 : The Chief of Joint 'iener.. l Stc.:f ot tho

��w\p has to conter with v4rious triendly countries betore

awarding Campc.ign hed .. l to the troo�s ot respective nations.

C�paign Medal ",warding iecision CAD only be made when

an agreement between the host government "'nd the respective
government has been re4ched on prescribed principles.

In case troops from '" friendly country pc.rticip4te in
the Vietnam conflict in great numbers, the Chief of Joint Gener4l

St4ff of the RVN.\P may issue a CampAign"Kedal general AWArding
decision for these troops.

�w4rding procedures applioi for e4ch individual who

possesses appropriate eligibilities will be accordingly made by

various military authorities from the respective country.

CIL\PTER 3 : PI'OCEDYaES

Article 7 : Campaign Medal is awarded according to unit
commander's proposal.

Article 8 : Campaign Medal 4ward proposal is made by
using one of ihese two following forms:

- One form used for military personnel having requirements

prescribed in Art. 1.

- Another form used tor military personnel possessing
requirements prescribed in Article 2.

Article 9 : Recommendations arc m...de monthly and

forwarded to respective aWArding authoritios through channel

by using either forms as prescribed in ,�ticle 8.

Military personnel proposed for decorations must possess

411 prescribed eligibilities as ot. the last day of the

preceding month.

Each recommendation must contain unit commander's

signature "'nd the signature of the NCO who administers the

military personnel's records.

Article 1 0 : All reeommendations established for eligible

military personnel c.s prescribed in Article 2 of this Directive

must be supported by following documents:

- A copy of Awarding decision of the Order of Purple

Heart.

- A copy of unit commander's report concerning

circumstances relating to imprisonments, escapes or rele4ses Made

by enemies.

- A copy of death certific�te it the rospective soldier

was killed in 4ction or dio as the nature of his mission dictated •

•�ticle 11 : dllied soldiers who have 411 conditions

required will be recommended for Campaign Nedal ",warding as

mentioned in Articles 7, 8 and 9 or particularly required by 4rticle

8 ot this note.

required

not need

AS to 4llied soldiers eligible for

by �rticle 2 of this Directive, the

supporting documents as prescribed

decor4tions as

rocoClmend4tions

in :.rticlo 10.

do

Campaign Medal 4w4rdina recommend�tions for eligible

allied soldiers will be formed by v�rious respective friendly

countries 3nd submitted directly)o JGS/RVluiP.

, ..• 2 ....
I
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, ��iclt 1� : Upon raception of recommend�tiona,
a�erdin8 author1 yogina to conduct � atudy for oech rocommendation,
discarda the recolllClendQ,tiona w�ich do not meet requiremen�a aa

preoeribod as in Ar�iclo 2 of thia Direetive, iaauea o.warding
deeioiona for those who poaaeaa all preacribed requiremen�s, and
returna approved recommendationa to original unita with awarding
deeiaiona a�t4ched hereto for tilling in the recipient'a roeorda.

Ar�icle 13 : The recipionta m�y Wear the medal upon hia

form�l rccep�ion o� avardin; d�ciaion.

Prem&�ure and unofficisl nwardin3a aubject to rin�l
certificationa ahall not b� e�provod.

Ar�icle 14 : All military peraonnel eliaiolo for Campaign

Medal Docorationa vho havc not buen awarded, mey cl�im for �heir
rights by aubmit�ing dem��a to their roapoctivo �uthori�ioa

through appropriate channola.

CHAPTER 4 : MISCELL.\NEOUS

Ar�icle 15 : Cnmpaign Modal docorationa may bo avarded to

military personnei in differoot vara •

.\r�icle 16 Bach soldior can be avardod one time in each

vare

Ar�icle 17 : Bnch period of war has a different annual

inscription cluster vhich shovs tho ye�r in vhich the var tekos
place and the� in vhich the �er ends.

!��icle 18 : Anoual inacriytion is engraved in relief

on a rectnngular cluator. The cluster is obliquely pinned eithor

on tho cloth vi�h pendant or on th.. ribbon v/o pend�nt. .

,irticle 19 : The Chief Joint Generel Stnff of the a��AP

proscribes the longths of timo which vill bo c�llcd porioda of

wartime.

iJticlo 20 : Milit�ry p�rsonnel aliaiblo for docor�tions

vill bo offored a ribbon of :�mpnian Mod&l v/o pendanto

Ribbons vith pondant vill be procurod by the r�cipients

thecselves.

drticlo 21 : Cnmpaign Modal is avarded v/o certiiicate.

Article 22 Under no circUlDatance anould the Campaign

ribboDa avardod in a ceremonYi upon reception of the aY�rdin8

decisioDa the C�p�i7n Modal is automatic�lly vor� by the

recipionts v/o furth�r ordors.

Ar�iclo 23 : Campaign Model conformation and methoda

npplied for mednl veariDg vill be prescri�cd �y Il. �iroctive the
issu�nce of vhich vill b� coming soo�.

krticle 24 : Thia Diroctivo vill teke rotroactive effoct

starting from March 8 1949 �nd the s$ma time reacind or replaco
Directive No. HT. 655/430 doted June 23rd 1965.

Saigon $uptembur 1 1965

l'i::Lj or-Genarol l:GL'Y�-HUU-CO
Chief of Joi�t GeMre.l Staff of tbo

Ropu�lic of Vi�t��n �:mod Forcos
I
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"I. 'l'llc 1-1ed.t:q,:, Gold Plated" i-k m/m thick, ",/2 stars, one overlD,1c1 on th,e other; ea.ch atar is' composed of 6 pofnta. ~e star above haa a. dirunetcr of 42 mlm, the' :points are wh1 te-enrunelled in relief, 14 mint long v/gold border which in 1 m/m vide. ,The star underneath _ .' bAn a. die.m.1ter of 37 m/m; the points are carved in re1iet, gold . plated, 7 m/m ':long vJ.th·IIl!my omall brass angles directed tow.X'd the . center of the medal. In the center of the med.e.l a. round frame is show With a. diameter of 18 m/m: 'tdth a goid border which is 2 m/m vide ~ The inGide 'or this f'r.J..r~:La green 'Wi ththe outline of' the 
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"On the reverse of the medal, 2 wrdG VIET-HAM and 2 'WOrda CAM

l\U'GN }.1lIDI\.L 1l11.vc been ca.rvcd in. ' 

=7=."~",,=, ==,= .. =-=, .=~' ~='====~~~' '"fjIl~il~'h::J:ii~'=~~~~f'"J.,'=i~', ~Olli!~~,tM-~::::the~~"~~~Bi~n by 2 trapezoidaJ. 

rillgO aDd a small cylind.r1co..l. ring. II " '" 
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• iII • The SUlJpenaion: 37m/m,large, 50 'm/mlbng'vith 7 stripes; the 

tvo otripoo nea.r the borders (eo.ch side)' ot thio suspension are green 

vith 2 m/m ot w1d:th, then tvowhite Dtrlpes (oli\e ateach oide) ~f 5'! m/m 

vide, closed to 'these white striPe'a are 2 green. stripes ot 8 m/m ot'width 

and. (L ,vh.i to Dtripeof 6 m/m ,vide in the center., , 
;'. '. _ f •• • 

.. III. 'The ~v1te: 
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"0.. 'pn the' SU13~rudon: MeteJ., silVer plated" 1/2 m/m thick," 

rectunguJ.o.r, 20 m/~ long, 5 'iii/m vide and~t the tvo extremities ot this' 

devido are the outline "ot the tvo amal.larrov' s bottomB. The border ot 

this device io ca.rved in relief denot1rig theper10d ot va.r. For ,e'mmp].e: 

'1949-54' • 

lib. ; On the Ribbon': Similar. to t,pat of' pinned on the BUB-

, }X:lls:lon,but, pma.l.l.er, 10 rwm 01' length, 3t m/m"of vidth., The device juot 

deno'lieo 4 d,igits: 149-54,' or ,160_ I. It , 
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CHIEF OF JOINT GENERAL STAFF

Republic of Vie'tnan Armed Forces

J?

REPUBUG OP VIETNAM

(maSTRY OF DEFENSE

JOINT GBNERAL STAFF
RVIUF

ADJUTANT GEIiEaAL

Nr: 183 /T'n.J/Cp/CDBT

£

'. B£F£RENC£5 :

- Decree Nr 149-SL/CT dated 12 May 1964 establishing ths
'Vietnam Canpaign Medal',

- Directive Nr HT-655-450 dn.ted 1 September 1965 outlining
criteria and procedures for the award of the 'Vietnan Campaign
Medal',

- Memorandum Mr 2655/TB(/7P/PC. P/5 dated 8 October 1965
prescribing the Umitatioii of authbrity for the award of the
•Vietaaa Campaign Medal', ' '"

0 R D. ER S:

*ARTIC3^; 1. - The "Victnan Campaign Msdal' with device
'T~?B aiarded to aU. Royal Australian m-Litary person-

Ce~?s prescribed in Directive Sr HT-6?5-450 dated 1 Sep-
19® as changed by aneajnent dated 22 March 1966, and Keao-

randum Nr 2655-TTAF/PCP/3 dated 8 October 1965, Joint General
Staff Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces.

ARTICLE 2. -. Eligibility of individuals for the avrard will
be determined by Royal Australian authorities and will be recorded
in the persocnei'record. of eligible personnel in accordance with
procedures currently being appUed by Royal Australxar. Forces. Mo
action is required by RVNAF authorities other than that outlined
ia Article 4 of this order.

:. ?:^.- ARTICLE 3. - The procedence and manner of wearing the 'Vict-
'n&fi' Caapaisn Kedal' by Royal Australian fflilitary personnel '/all by
deteraiiied by Royal Australj.an authorities.

ARTICLE I).. - The Joint General Staff, RV?<AP, is responsi. bi.u
for prov?5Sg the ribbons of tho Vietnam CaEpaign Kedal for P. o/al
Australian personnel who arc awarded this medal. A. bulk aUocation
of ribbons will bo furnishcu the Royal Australian Contingents in
Vie-tnaa Headquarters, on a quArt^ly basis for this purpose. Koy?-L
Australian authorities will "dotersaine quartdrly requirep.ents and
advice the Joint General Staff, EVIUiF, of their noeds./.

SAIGON, August 51, 1966

Lieutenant; General CAO-VAN-VlSK
Chio.f of the Joint General Staff, RVNA7t

Distribution : Royal Australian Armed,
Forces in Vietnaa, HQS,. \'. -'' ;-<=»'.

/C/C7 •^^^
%i
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MB1102-4

23 DEC 68

MEDALS - THE VIETNAMESE CAMPAIGN MEDAL

1. The Government of the Republic of Vietnam has issued a Campaign

Medal for service in the Vietnam War. Her Majesty]he Queen has been graciously T
pleased to grant unrestricted permission for the acceptance and wearing of the

Vietnamese Campaign Medal by eligible members of the Australian M1l1tary

Forces and accredited Philanthropic Organizations.

Description

2. The medal Is a gold and white enamelled star with a green, red and

gold centre motif. The medal Is classified as a Foreign Medal and Is therefore

worn last and, if with other Foreign Medals, Is won In order of date of award.

3. The medal ribbon to be worn Is one and three eighths Inches In width,

green in colour with three vertical white stripes.

4. The device known as the annual cluster Is to be worn on the ribbon of

the Vietnamese Campaign Medal. When the ribbon and medal are worn the large

annual cluster showing the date "1960 _" Is to be worn. When the ribbon is worn

alone the small annual cluster showing the date "60-" is to be worn. The cluster

is to be fixed to the ribbon by sewing or pinning as appropriate so that it is

placed centrally on the ribbon with the straight sides of the scroll parallel to the

vertical stripes of the ribbo�. Diagrams showing the clusters affixed to the ribbon
are at Annex A to this Order.

Persons Eligible

5. Members of the Australian Military Forces and members ofthe following

Philanthropic Organizations who are accredited to the Australian Army and who

" qualify under the same conditions as Army personnel and provided they wore

uniform:

Australian Red Cross Society.

The Salvation Army.

The Young Men's Christian Association.

Campaigners for Christ.

The Australian Forces Overseas Fund.

Qualifying Conditions

6. To qualifyfortheawardamembermustbe allotted for"SpeciaIService"

in Vietnam as defined by MBI 216 - I, and one of the following:

RESTRICTED ... /a.
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a. Must serve in Vietnam for a minimum period, either continuous or

aggregated, of 181 days from 31 JUI 62 inclusive to a future date.

b. Have served in Vietnam for a period of less than 181 days from

31 Jul 62 inclusive to a future date if:

(1) Killed on active service.

(2) Wounded in action (1.e. classified as a Battle Casualty in a

NOTICAS signal vide MBI 38 - 1).

(3) Captured and later released or escaped.

Provisional Approval to Wear the Ribbon

7. a. cas may give provisional approvalfor members to wear the ribbon.

An entry. signed by an officer. is to be made in the member's Regi

mental Record of Service (AAB 83) as follows:

"Approved to wear the ribbon of the Vietnamese Campaign Medal.

subject to verification by CA Ra".

b. This provisional authority is not an approval for the Issue of the

medal.

Issue of Ribbon

8. A free initial Issue of the ribbon, to be recorded in the Members AAB 83.

Is to be made in accordance with the appropriate block scale, to all ranks author

ized to wear it. Indents are to be submitted through the normal channels.

Issue of Medal

)

9. a. Approval has been given for the Vietnamese Campaign Medal to be

engraved with the Army number. Initials and surname of the recipients.

b. Units are to send to CARO, for confirmation, promulgation and issue

of the medal. a nominal roll of serving members provisionally authorized

to wear the ribbon.

c. The format of the nominal roll is to be:

...ICLAIM
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CLAIM FOR AWARD OF THE VIETNAME8E CAMPAIGN MEDAL

3

ARMYNO RANK
--

NAME INITIAL8 PERIOD OF REMARKS

8ERVICE IN

VIETNAM

d. Former members should be advised to apply direct to CARO stating

their Army number, rank, fun name, period of service in Vietnam and

the address to which the medal is to be sento

e. Deceased members. Vietnamese Campaign Medals eamed by

deceased members of the AMF are to be distributed in accordance with

the War Services Estates Act 1942. Next of kin or other persons who

consider that they are entitled to the award due to a deceased member

should be advised to apply direct to CARO stating:

(1) Fuli name and address of applicant.

(2) Army number, rank and fuli name of deceased.

(3) Relationship of applicant to deceased.

CARO is responliible for determining to whom the award is to be sent

and for advising applicants accordingly.

Miniatures

10. Miniatures of the Vietnamese Campaign Medal may be worn by those

who are entitled to the award. Purchase is at individual expense.

)

Forfeiture and Restoration

11. The Vietnamese Campaign Medal may be forfeited or restored in

accordance with MBI 102-1.

(AG: 445-R32-5)

lndex:

Dress

Honours and Awards

RE8TRICTED
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Section 2

PERSONNEL

UNCLASSIFmD

514/70—Charges for Victualling and Accommodation in HMA Ships and
Ustablishiuents

Tlie following amendments, operative from 1 September 1970, are to be made
in manuscript in Aimex A to Navy Order 207/70:

Heading of first column:
Delete 'Personal', insert 'Personnel'.

Under General Mess—Victualling and against Personnel Categories A (i),
A(ii), B (i)(c), B (ii)(b) and B (ii)(c):

Delcle $0.96, insert $0.98.

(201/58/98 DMA)
(Navy Order 207/70)

UNCLASSIFIED

515/70—Vietnam Medal—Award for Service in Soiith Vietnam
1. Her Majesty the Queen has approved the award of a medal in recognition of

Service by Australian and New Zealand Forces in repeUing aggression in Vietnam
siace 29 May 1964. This medal is to be known as the Vietnam Medal.
Dcsigu

2. Tlie medal is to be of cupro-nickel and circular in shape. It will bear on the
obverse side Uie crowned effigy of the Queen and on the reverse the word 'Vietnam-
inscribed above a symbolic representation of the ideological war iu Vietnam, depicting
the figure of man in the centre of the medal standing between spherical shapes.

3. The ribbon is 1,1 inches wide and is yellow, surmounted by three thin red vertical
stripes in the ceutre, flaakcd by red stripes of a deeper hue, with broad dark blue on
the left and broad light bluu on the right. The design incorporates the colour of the
national Hag of. Soufli Vietuam aod the colours traditionally symbolic of the three
Services.

Qualifying Senxce

4. The qualifying conditious for the award of the Vietnam Medal are common to
all Uiree Services, from 29 May 1964 to a date yet to be determined, and are as
follows:

a. Service of twenty-eight days, continuous or aggregated in ships or craft
employed in operations on inland waters or off the coast of Vietnam.

b. Service of one day or more on the posted strength of a unit or formation
on land in Vietnam; or

e. One operational sortie over Vietnim or Vietnamese waters by^.aircrew on
the posted strength of a uoit allocated for direct support of operalioDS
in Vietnain.

51(i/70

d. Service of thirty days either continuous or aggregated on official visits
oT'otto" occurrences of a temporary ^ nature or ̂ dutj by

STe^nberTof'Australian or New Zealand Navies or Armies or Air ^ Force.
u"vrefaajn''or Tn-ships or craft engaged in operations off the Vielnamese

coast.

5. In order to qualify under condilion 4a_ a "l'mber,must, b,e^°" ̂c,,;Posted
streagttToFa'Thip''or" craft allotted for Special D^yin ;he S^ri^Ar^^ofJi^u^
^^<S ̂^u^enr^^o^.jN^f6^e7472^^Th^^e^ ̂ ^
S' ̂ ^^^ fo;'^.p^e^^I^T^^^^d,ctE
^lrts<OIIaU'otVedbul"mTy"couDlTctuart i,ne spent ia'harbour in Vietuain as qualilying

sen'ice under d of the above couditiocs.

6. The qualifymg service as described in Sub-paragraphs^ 4a^and_ d^wiJl^^e
wai^d^e^^'Ze^^^cris^^ht' to^end^bcc^^ deaul, OLrac^a^^
^nTto'^Qumlsl oTothertoability^ue;to ^^ce^ o^hem^mbe^is,̂ d^ :,^ist;SS0 ^S^ uo7M^aTorth"e"status~of'the "British^ Empke_ Meda^r abov^^a
^Sra ^eD^^tucheusloi*lrQ ue'ens"Co'mm^ciation for gallantry ou a specific occasion

during the uucompleled qualifying period.
7. Tlie manufacture and issue of the ;medal^ will be ̂ "laken^as^oon^^possible.

In the me'antlra'ettie'ribbon'wUl be supplied and is to be worn by eligible member.
8. It is the responsibility of officers and sailors; who cwy°ut^emce i^^^n^m

und^i4^1sab^ereJSnZZyalsulraZeTtha"B"as'm'embe^^^
^r OUQkueuvis° rdvis'edTf"'such~service including times and dates of arrival and

departure.

9. A provisional list of HMA ships with t^P^"o_cl.s.of^ua"^ni№^e ;f,wa^
the:Vieto^m"№^i wTlI"be"promuIgated by Coafideotial Na^ Order. ^ The^is^wijl
lb?aSaedI ftvomuTime"tol t^ "as'ad'Jidoual'details of qualifying -service arc received.

10. Navy Order 499/67 is hereby caocelled.

(Navy Orders 499/67 and 472168}
(38/201/32 HPB)

UNCLASSIFIED , _ _,, , , .,..,.. , , , _: _ ,
^i®)—%tiumes^Gam^

has" been given for members" u£ the Australian Forces ̂ o ̂ mp^
siiS£S= ̂ £^£Ssii^^

medal is a gold and white eaanielled star with a green^rcd ancl8^dcc^

wearing when the ribbon alone is worn.
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3. Tlie Service Ribbon Attachment Emblem is to be fixed on the ribbon by sewing
or pinning as appropriate so that it is placed centrally on the ribbon with the straight
sides of llie scroll parallel to the vertical stripes of the ribbon. Diagrams showing
llie einblems affixed to the ribbon arc shown at Annex A to this order.

4. The approved conilitions for the grant of the award of the Medal to Australian
servicemen are as follows:

a. Allotiueiit for the special service in Vietnam (as defined by the Repatriation
Special Overseas Service Act—see. Navy Order 472/68) of a minimum
of six inonth.s duration, either contiauou.'i or aggregated, with retrospective
urtcct to 31 July 1962.

b. Allotment for special ser\'ice in Vietnam of less than six months dura-
tion siuce 1962 if;

(I) killed on active service or wounded iu action and evacuated;
(2) captured and later released or escaped,

5. No provision such as that provided for in the Vietnaro Medal is made for the
award to be granted imniediately to personnel awarded a decoration for gallantry
or bravery in action prior to completion of the minimum qualifying period.

6. Soiiie confusion exists regarding the order of wearing of the United Nations
Service Medal aiid the Vietnamese Campaign Medal. The United Nations Senice
Medal is neither a British iior a foreign award, but is granted under tlie authority
of the United Nations of which the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth
countries are member nations. The United Nations Service Medal u therefore woru
iinmediately after tlie British Korea Medal or if that medal has not been awarded, in
order of date of award ill the same way as an official war medal. The Vietnamese
Campaign Medal is regarded as a foreign award and, as such, is worn in date order
witli other foreign awards after all other niedals including Long Ser/ice and Goou
Coiidlict Medals.

7. Navy Order 500/67 is hereby cancelled.

7 517/70

ANNEX A

Positioning the Annual Clusters on the Ribbon of the Viefaamesc Campaign Medal

(3S/201/31 HPB)

(Navy Order 500167)

Section 4

EQUIPMENT, STORES AND SERVICING
UNCLASSIFIED

517/70_Alteration and Addition Item—IIMAS BANKS
The following Alteration and Addilion Item is approved to be carried out in

HMAS BANKS:
Class List Item No 19 (Ex TDL •3/70').

a. Item: '(D To remove existing 19 gaUon Iubncauug, oil storaBe_taak^fro";a. ucm. ^, bracIkets"'on'Eagiii^ room Port bulkhead "between fnunes 16 and

18; and

(2) to replace tills item with a cupboard of steel or aluminium cou-
struction to be mounted upoo the same existing brackets.-
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THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM CAMPAIGN MEDAL

(AF265/19/152)

Introduction

1. The Republic of Vietnam C-ampaign Medal was issued by the
Vietnamese Government for service in the Republic of Vietnam between

31 July 1962 and a date to be determined.

2. Her Majesty the Queen has granted approval for eligible members
of the Australian Defence Force to accept and wear the Medal.

Desicm

3. The Medal is a gold and white enamelled star with a green, red
and gold centre motif. The ribbon is 35mm wide,, green in colour with three
vertical white stripes.

4. An integral part of the medal is the date cluster. When the
ribbon alone is worn, a small scroll bearing the legend '60 -' is attached
centrally to the ribbon. When the ribbon and Medal ars worn, a larger
scroll with the legend '1960-' is attached.

Eligibility '

5. ' Officers and airmen who fulfil the conditions of qualifying

service from 31 July 1962 are eligible for the award of the Republic of
Vietnam Campaign Medals

Qualifying Service

6. Qualifying service for the Republic of Vietnam Cainpaign Medal is;

a. 'special service' (as defined by the Repatriation (Special
Overseas Service) Act) of a minimum of six months' duration,
either continuoiis or aggregatea, in Vietnam f ran-.

31 July 1962; or

b. 'soecial service' in Vietnam

duration since 31 July 1Q62 if:

less r-. sr. s^x rr.or. ths'

SPONSOR: DPSA-AF

NO 1/83
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(1) killed on active service, \

(2) wounded in action and evacuated, or

(3 captured and later released or escaped. /

/

the condition of 'special service' members must
7. To satisfy

normally have served for a minimum of six months, either continuous or
aggregrated, on the posted or attached strength of a unit or formation in
the Republic of Vietnam for the purpose of assisting the Vietnamese
Government and the Republic of Vietnam Araed Forces.

8- . For the purpose of paragraph 6. b., 'wounded in action' means
a condition that resulted from an engagement with the enemy, a hostile act
by the enemy, or an operational duty in the vicinity/of-the enemy. An
injury or illness which is not the result of combatant duty does not fall
within this interpretation and cannot be considered 'wounded, in action'.

End of Qualifying Period for Medal

9- The Republic- of Vietnam Campaign Medal was instituted bv the
South Vietnamese Government without an end date. As this Government was
deposed and the country incorporated into a single Vietnam state, the
issuing authority ceased to exist and the means by which a terminal date
might have been determined were lost.

Returned from Active Service Badae

10. A meinber who qualifies for the Republic cf Vietr. cLra Camoaicm Medal
should also qualify for the award of the Returned fron: active "Ser-. -.i. ce
Badge (DI(AF) PERS 10-11).

"II- The Republic of Vie
foreign medsl and is to be wcr-.

detailed at Annex 3 to SI(AF) ?^
in DI(^^F) FEF-S 12-4.

nnam CcLp.p^ic-, Medal is classified as a

Ln accorc2r;c3 vnin the order of Drecsdence

iu-i £-. = ^-;e aress instructions derailed

Awards of Medals

"I2- A nember who considers he is "licibie for the £^r= or ^he
F. epublic of Viet-. ar", Car?. psic~. ;.';c2l, in =c;=rd£r. ce •-,•1-^:'-. this J"i3tr'jc~_ior.
should apply ^n wr_ti. ng to his C3. . After '.'erzf ic.i^i.c:. frc^ ^-t GOC^:.£^^
the co is ^o forward the appi^catic^ direct ^3 CZrAIR (3FSA-^) fcr
ccnfirmatic".. r,<here entit.lc^e.-. t r. £E Leer. confir-.ec, l-;e n-. e^-j:
Recora Exirac-: will b'

for the weannc of ':;"e r-. ecal nrbor..

sr's Fsrscnsi

iuthorit,

^23 17

:^£!;r :;u 1/8:

15 FE£ 83
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13. DEFAIR (DGPS-AF) is the final authority for the award and issue

of the Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal to entitled meinbers.

Issue of Medals

14. DEFAIR will issue the Medal to entitled members.

Issue of Ribbons

15. Units are to demand on the appropriate stores depot for supplies
of the ribbon as reqnired. A free initial issue of 65mm is to be made in
each case.

1SS-J-E NO 1/&3

15 F^:3 83

3Z-) I / 3 . u.-
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